
Omaha blues, Patrick Amand

Definitely, 70 years later, nobody has finished with the Normandy 
Landing, those who participated in it in those who commemorate it… 
After landing in North Africa and Sicily, will Private Jim O'Gara survive 
the hell of Omaha Beach? Forty years after being parachuted, what secret 
does the English veteran of the 6th Airborne Will Tucot have in him? ...
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Brigadists!, Collective

On the occasion of the 80th anniversary of the creation of the International 
Brigades, the Editions du Caïman – in partnership with the Friends of the 
Fighters in Spain Republican (ACER) – publish in the collection Noires 
nouvelles, a collection entitled BRIGADISTES!
Authors of the project :
Patrick  AMAND,  Patrick  BARD,  CALI,  Pierre  D'OVIDIO,  Didier  
DAENINCKX,  Gilles  DEL  PAPPAS,  Pierre  DOMENGES,  Michel  
EMBARECK, Patrick FORT, Pascal GABAY, Frank GIROUD, Maurice  
GOUIRAN,  Tomas  JIMENEZ,  Fabien  LACAF,  Bruno  LOTH,  Roger  
MARTIN, Ricardo MONTSERRAT, Jean ORTIZ, Philippe PIVION, Serge  
UTGE-ROYO 
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400 pages
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News from May 68, Collective

Fifty years later, almost everything was said. In the flood of 
commemorations, the Éditions du Caïman offers a carte blanche to 
various authors so that they can tell you about May 68, lived or not.
Here is “News of May 68” where testimonies, fictions, humour, 
anecdotes, lived or imaginary stories, romanticized or transgressed 
memories are mixed.
Authors of the project :
 Patrick Amand, Luc Baranger, Laurence Biberfeld, Jof Brigandet, Pierre  
D’Ovidio,  Didier  Daeninckx,  Gilles  Del  Pappas,  Jeanne  Desaubry,  
Michel Embareck, Maurice Gouiran, Tomas Jimenez, Fabien Lacaf, Jean-
Noël  Levasseur,  Dominique  Manotti,  Roger  Martin,  Claude  Mesplède,  
Nelly Morriquand,  Jean-Louis  Nogaro,  Philippe Paternolli,  Tito Topin,  
Olivier Truc, Astrid Waliszek et Eric Yung 
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N°1

The war has its perfume, JL Nogaro

Sixty years after the end of the war, a team of German robbers struggled 
on Saint-Etienne. This is the moment that Lucien Bornier, a former 
militiaman, chooses to make his return to the stage. What is the 
connection ? Is there one ?

010
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N°2

Black Alps, Philippe Paternolli

Who was mad at Laura Fournieux to the point of knocking her out and 
throwing her, still alive, into a crevice? This is what Vincent Erno, curator 
at Chambéry, will have to discover, who will finally be able to get away 
from his boredom and from the nudes of the painter Egon Schiele... He 
will go from surprise to surprise by discovering a multitude of leads and 
as many potential murderers. Who, barons of local politics, mountain 
guides, members of the «New pardon» sect, who was angry at Laura 
Fournieux?
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N°3

Gurs 10.39, Patrick Amand

Gregorio Valmy had only to inform the client that his father had died 
accidentally, in the middle of a countryside and cash his check. But the 
investigation should not stop there, plunging Valmy and his faithful Jéjé 
into the meanderings of history, that of the Spanish civil war, from the 
International Brigades to the French internment camps… A serial killer in 
Poitiers ? Never seen before…
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N°4

Death of peatlands, JL Nogaro

Ludovic Mermoz, a young student in Strasbourg’s journalism school, 
finds himself parachuted in spite of himself in a village in the Monts du 
Pilat, in the middle of the Massif central. He will discover a strange 
atmosphere. A self-contained population willing to do anything to be part 
of the local basketball team or cheerleader club. Ready to do anything, 
and maybe even kill… 
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N°5

Camarguestan! , Philippe Paternolli

After a meetming at the summit in Bologna in 2003, the Russian Mafia set 
out on a territory ranging from the Rhone Delta to the Thau Pond, a 
territory called Camarguestan.
Special Commissioner Vincent Erno is dispatched to try to counter this 
project in a boiling Camargin.
Philippe Paternolli here weaves an intrigue of which he has the secret, 
bouncing between Mafia of Eastern Europe, policemen and notables 
corrupt and other aficionados of the Taurines races…
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N°6

Finally (all) together, Annabelle Léna

Marseille, nowadays. The mackerel fall one after the other, a knife stuck 
in their heart. Commissioner Rognes is in charge of the investigation but 
if he doesn't care, like he doesn't care about anything. At the scene of one 
of the murders, a sepia photo caught his attention. A very simple photo but 
one that will obsess him until he confronts his own family album.
The intrigues intersect, between the revenge of the prostitutes in the 
neighbourhood and the introspection of a man who is too lonely.
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N°7

The grateful Belgians, Martine Nougué

Castellac was an apparently quiet village until the day its mayor was 
found dead in the scrubland. Penelope Cissé, a police officer at the Sète 
police station, will have to search the troubled past of the village to find 
the murderer of the Mayor. She will be confronted with a few picturesque 
but not always very cooperative inhabitants, protecting their little secrets 
and not very helpful towards these "strangers", the new inhabitants 
coming from the north, or the African cop who snoops into their stories. 
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Publication : 
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N°8

Nozze nere[1], Jérôme Sublon

Parisian Commissioner Aglaëe Boulu and Corsican Lieutenant Francesco 
Falcone  form an  explosive  tandem.  Their  investigation  will  take  them 
through a Corsica faithful to its tradition, with its landscapes, mountains 
and lost villages. And they will meet endearing characters. But others, too, 
that it would have been better to avoid...
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N°9

Tunnel, Eric Courtial

Commissioner Furnon has recently taken over the command of the SRPJ 
in Lyon. On this first day of the Easter holidays, he is preparing to spend a 
peaceful weekend with his wife. 
Unfortunately for him, it was the day that a bold gang chose to trigger the 
biggest hold-up ever carried out in Lyon. The criminals have developed an 
implacable scenario. They are very determined and show it quickly. The 
police are facing a situation such as they have never before experienced....
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N°10

Cécile and the gentleman next door, Philippe Setbon

Cécile et le monsieur d'à côté is the first part of a triptych (Les trois 
visages de la vengeance) written by Philippe Setbon, scriptwriter 
("Détective" by Jean-Luc Godart, "Fabio Montale" based on the work of 
Jean-Claude Izzo) and confirmed author (Rivages noirs, Buchet Chastel, 
etc.)
Cécile, forced to move after a sentimental disappointment, has she found 
her guardian angel by settling in the Batignolles district? However, its 
problems are solved one after the other, in a way that is, to say the least, 
expeditious. Just by chance or external intervention? What role does his 
neighbour, Servais Marcuse, a debonair grandfather who lives in the 
memories of an adventurous life, play ? Has he returned to work for the 
beautiful eyes of his new neighbor ? 
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N°11

You're not God, little man, Philippe Setbon

What  can  motivate  an  individual  to  sacrifice  his  neighbour?  Fred,  an 
author in need of inspiration, asks himself the question. The need to make 
yourself  known? Obedience to the injunctions of some god? Revenge? 
Fred  starts  writing  his  novel.  But  is  it  really  a  fiction?  In  his 
neighbourhood, the Batignolles in Paris, the one who everyone now calls 
"Le Faucheur" sows death in his path and gives inspiration to our author...  
Face-to-face is inevitable. 
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N°12

Nozze nere[2], Jérôme Sublon

Suite de Nozze nere[1] (essential to have read the 1st) 
Aglaé Boulu returns to the continent with a taste of unfinished business. 
Too many outstanding questions...  Where did this Mystic,  the fanatical 
killer  and  Gaspar  Lotti  come  from,  is  there  a  connection  with  Serena 
Mandoli,  a  chemical  engineer?  The  Commissioner  and  Commander 
Francesco Falcone (and his team) will be confronted with events that will 
follow one another, intertwine, in a breathless rhythm. Beware of twists 
and turns !
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N°13

Black square on black background, Philippe Paternolli

Spring  2014.  Jacques  Delaunay  is  dead.  The  ban  and  the  Republic's 
backbench  are  gathered  in  Marseille  for  a  final  tribute  to  the  former 
President of the Conseil d'Etat, when the explosion occurs. A few months 
ago,  Erno  settled  at  the  foot  of  the  Sainte-Victoire  mountain  with  his 
partner Claire, and knew that the investigation was going to be entrusted 
to him, an investigation during which he would meet mysterious Kurds 
and meet Dominique Saint-Calais, the patron of the Cube - the Special 
Secret Services, the Republic's black cabinet. All this little world will be 
looking  for  six  enigmatic  paintings  stolen  from  Jacques  Delaunay's 
apartment in Aix...
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N°14

A foretaste of angels, Philippe Setbon

The  ex-cop  Bruno  Fabrizio,  now  homeless,  is  taken  in  by  France,  a 
foreign woman with whom he falls madly in love. Gradually discovering 
his traumatic past, Bruno, barely recovered, will undertake to avenge the 
young woman and find those who attacked her years earlier. But is France 
telling the whole truth? Is it true that love, especially mad love, makes you 
blind ? 
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N°15

The true of the false, and even worse, Martine Nougué

La Pointe, a picturesque district of Sète, a small port on the Thau pond.  
Three not very recommendable local figures have disappeared: the largest 
oyster producer in the basin, the patron-proxenet of the La Pointe coffee 
shop and a small customary thug from bad blows. The gendarmerie links 
its  disappearances  to  the  theft  and  trafficking  of  shellfish  that  are 
multiplying on the lagoon. This is not the opinion of MarcelinTe, an old 
eco-feminist activist, who directs public opinion on the strange events that 
have been happening in the area for some time now: suspicious animal 
deaths, rain from balls of filaments, pestilential smells on certain days...
Who is  poisoning La Pointe,  and for  what  purpose? Who kills  on the 
pelvis and why?
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N°16

Dazed Fourbi, Nick Gardel

Stealing this antique DS from an underground car park may not have been 
the best idea Jean-Édouard had. But it was for a good cause. Only, there's 
this bag full of small bills in the trunk. And then, we're going to have to  
deal with this cumbersome corpse that accompanies it. A guy in a gun 
dog, wearing a Roman collar on a strict black jacket,  but who lost his 
pants in the adventure. So between the two furious men who chased him, 
the beginning of the pilgrimages to Compostela and the blessing of the 
new Pope, it may be that this Easter year will be less conventional than 
usual...
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N°17

I will serve freedom in silence, Patrick Amand

On the eve of the Festival International du Mime de Périgueux, its artistic 
director, Axel Blancard, was found brutally murdered in a garden in the 
city centre. The artistic world is in turmoil and the police are stalling in 
their investigation. All it took was for Gregorio Valmy, a depressed private 
detective, to be reinvigorated while on vacation in the Perigord capital at 
the time of the incident. A few discussions with local scholars and a few 
unusual encounters were enough for the investigator to understand that 
this case was not trivial.
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N°18

People like Mr. False, Philippe Setbon

Unemployed, dumped by his wife who had left with his partner, the young 
Wilfried Bodard decided to end it all and throw himself into the Seine. As 
he prepares to dive into the dark waters, he is interrupted by an elegant 
60-year-old man, Mr. Wrong.
Wilfried is not going to commit suicide that night, but his life will fall into 
a long bottomless well...
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N°19

The pruning shears, Eric Courtial

After  a  first  "Lyon  detective  novel",  Tunnel,  acclaimed  by critics  and 
highly noticed (Finalist of the "Canut 2016" Prize and national finalist of 
the Prix des postiers écrivains the same year), Eric Courtial returns with 
the following adventures of Patrick Furnon, his Lyon commissioner.
This time, it is a particularly devious and cruel serial killer that his team 
will face. The investigation is stalled all the more so since, despite the 
support of a profiler from the capital, no link could be found between the 
first victims. Does the murderer strike at random ?
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N°20

Right into the wall, Nick Gardel.

A former  security guard,  Michel  Marchandeau believed in  the  country 
dream: he settled in a house in the Vosges foothills. But the neighborhood 
can make your life worse much faster than you think.
Between a congregation of the enlightened with invasive territorial claims 
and an English treasure seeker, the retiree will have to play his fists. Soon 
the bodies start piling up and this story could end up... right into the wall !
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N°21

Stop me there, Annabelle Léna and Philippe Paternolli

A computer engineer of genius, Gilles Redon went to Paris to sign the 
contract of his life with a giant from Silicon Valley.
As his TGV entered the station, a thief attacked him and robbed him of his 
precious project.
Gilles' life is changing. The shock. He took refuge on the massif of the 
Sainte-Victoire mountain. The investigation into his disappearance reveals 
that nothing is as simple as it seems. The aggression does not appear to be 
fortuitous. Gilles is not an innocent victim either....
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N°22

Haïku, Eric Calatraba

A young cop who is  crazy about  opera  and motorcycles  finds  himself 
associated with an old adventurer who thinks he has seen everything to 
investigate a series of unusual crimes orchestrated by a Japanese sword 
virtuoso.  At  the  height  of  his  refinement,  the  assassin  illustrates  his 
murders of Haïkus.
If the adventure starts in the sunny setting of the French Riviera, it will 
take Raphael from Geneva to Kyoto after a stop in Vladivostok, in the 
wake of an Aikido master who may not be so foreign to her.
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N°23

Red body in the Vercors, Jérôme Sublon

Delmare's  body  is  found  lifeless  in  his  own  sawmill.  Commissioner 
Aglaëe Boulu is sent to a village lost in the forests of the Vercors...
The inhabitants revolt: the rumour points to a culprit, all that remains is to 
lock him up...
Are they afraid that a buried truth will come to light ?
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N°24

Forget it, Nick Gardel.

Antoine Spisser is obese. It doesn't define him, but it describes him quite 
well.  Especially when he  finds  himself  in  balance  on  the  railing  of  a 
balcony 15  metres  above  the  ground.  But  what  brought  him into  this 
situation is another story. And it is not the co-owners of his small building 
who will tell you otherwise. Well... Those who are still alive....
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N°25

The improbable manuscript, Patrick Amand

January 13, 1937: in the middle of the night, Louis Aragon arrives at the 
home of his writer friend Jean-Richard Bloch in Poitiers,  La Mérigote.  
From this nocturnal meeting will emerge Tonight one of the largest French 
dailies.
80 years later, to the day, the mayor of Poitiers Charles Salviac announced 
to everyone's surprise the creation of a writers'  residence in this place. 
Faced with obscure motivations where librarians, researchers and students 
would be mixed, the poitou writer's home, where the greatest feathers of 
the  interwar  period  -  Zweig,  Malraux,  Rolland,  Aragon,  Romans...  - 
suddenly became a house where the  past  swirled and obsessive quests  
were whipped up.
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N°26

Playing the game, Philippe Paternolli

A small caïd set fire to the good city of Albi on December 31, 2012 and 
found himself  hired for  this  "feat  of  arms"  by a  network of  resale  of 
doping products.
His recruiter, in charge of delivering a new molecule to Toulouse FC, was 
murdered in the Albigensian countryside.
The following Friday, the players of the match between Toulouse FC and 
AC Ajaccio finished the match at the hospital in critical condition.
Recently posted in Albi,  Commander Vincent  Erno found himself  with 
these cases on his hands, after losing his sister Catherine.
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N°1

The island of fallen men, Guillaume Audru

Eddie Grist, a former police officer in Inverness, is back on Stroma, his 
native island in northern Scotland. There he met his parents, with whom 
he had established difficult relationships, as well as his rare friends. But as 
soon as he got his bearings, a skeleton was discovered on the site of a  
second home. Despite his father, an influential figure on the island, Eddie 
could  not  help  but  get  involved in  the  investigation...  an investigation 
officially entrusted to  Moira  Holm,  Eddie's  childhood sweetheart,  who 
also has  a  few scores  to  settle  with the  silent  community of  Stroma...
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N°2

Emily Archer's electric ride, Jof Brigandet

By  FBI  standards,  Sam  Scott  is  an  unlisted  killer  with  multiple 
motivations and unpredictable M.O.'s. While professionally everything is 
getting better and better and he has just obtained a large sum of money, a 
man and his daughter, the Archers, are imprudently going to blow him 
away the apartment he was coveting. Sam decides to kill them.
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N°3

The Cairngorms' dogs, Guillaume Audru

In "The Island of the Fallen Men", Guilllaume Audru depicted rough men 
struggling with their demons on the island of Stroma, north of Scotland.
Four years have passed since these events, what happens when two little 
old men are released from prison for good conduct and seek revenge, what 
happens when two brothers who are opposed to each other decide to work 
together in an illegal but very lucrative business? What happens when a 
police inspector, stubborn and disappointed by these men, sets out on their 
trail? Answer in THE DOGS OF THE CAIRNGORMS.
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N°1

La couleur des âmes mortes, Gilles Caillot

Jusqu’où pouvons-nous aller  pour satisfaire notre soif de vengeance ? 
Jusqu’à la perversion de notre propre âme ? Jusqu’à l’affadissement de 
nos convictions les plus profondes ? Tout est possible, d’autant plus que la 
douleur décuple les ressentis, exacerbe les passions, allant jusqu’à 
travestir nos propres croyances et interdits.
Si vous aviez le destin du meurtrier de votre fille entre les mains, que 
feriez-vous ?
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N°2

Les ombres innocentes, Guillaume Audru

Massif central, été 2013. Un vieillard est retrouvé hagard sur une route de 
Corrèze. Il a été frappé mais refuse de dénoncer ses agresseurs. Dans une 
ferme  du  plateau  de  l'Aubrac,  une  femme âgée,  pendue  à  un  croc  de 
boucher de sa propre ferme, est découverte par son fils. Dans une clinique 
psychiatrique proche de Clermont-Ferrand,  une femme oubliée de tous 
hurle sa haine. Trois affaires sans lien apparent. Trois personnes dont la 
vie va basculer. Matthieu Géniès, journaliste dans un canard de Corrèze. 
Serge  Limantour,  gendarme  revenu  de  tout.  Jeanne  Roussillon,  aide-
soignante qui, jour après jour, tente de comprendre le mal qui ronge sa 
patiente. 
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N°1

Four dead and a butterfly, Valérie Allam

In  this  choral  novel,  Valérie  Allam tells  us  the  story of  four  women. 
Nothing was supposed to make them meet, and yet.... The bad tricks that 
life can play for some, social determinism for others will  lead them to 
frequent  the same places.  From then on,  their  destinies will  be sealed. 
Mutual aid and betrayals to save what can still be saved will become their 
daily lives. The struggle of these women is a modern and black tale, an 
observation on our world today....

Size :
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Publication : 
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N°2

The absolute verticality of the horizon, Jof Brigandet

Collection  of  two  novellas.  Supported  by their  companions  Mary and 
Elizabeth, Case the writer and Jean the young retiree, had what can be  
called a rich and happy life. They will not see "these little things" coming 
that  will  turn everything upside down. Two stories in parallel  and two 
surprising falls...

Size :
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Publication :  
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Price 11 €
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